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Chronicles

Federico Garau - Thu, 05/07/2020 - 17:37

"They are already severe without symptoms" So the virus "enters" in 

young people

Infected patients may have a more compromised clinical picture than it is possible to "read" from the outside: the statements of a 

US doctor who also recommends the use of the oximeter at home

In the study of Coronavirus and its consequences on affected patients, new worrying data emerge, due to what has recently been renamed " silent In the study of Coronavirus and its consequences on affected patients, new worrying data emerge, due to what has recently been renamed " silent In the study of Coronavirus and its consequences on affected patients, new worrying data emerge, due to what has recently been renamed " silent In the study of Coronavirus and its consequences on affected patients, new worrying data emerge, due to what has recently been renamed " silent 

hypoxia ": state in which no symptoms are evident.hypoxia ": state in which no symptoms are evident.

Yes

it is an extremely dangerous clinical condition, due to which individuals affected by Covid-19 fail to realize that they are in a situation of shortage oxygen it is an extremely dangerous clinical condition, due to which individuals affected by Covid-19 fail to realize that they are in a situation of shortage oxygen it is an extremely dangerous clinical condition, due to which individuals affected by Covid-19 fail to realize that they are in a situation of shortage oxygen 

in the blood due to the fact that "externally" they do not suffer the effects of this deficiency. This is why in these cases it often and willingly happens 

that the affected patient arrives in the hospital with a clinical picture that has already been severely compromised, so much so that the doctors 

themselves find themselves analyzing its parameters.

To reveal some data related to this worrying condition is Dr. Richard Levitan, for 30 years a doctor in the emergency room of the Littleton Regional 

Healthcare in New Hampshire. On the occasion of the ongoing emergency, dr. Levitan performed voluntary auxiliary service at a hospital in New 

York City, the city most affected by the Coronavirus in the United States.

There he saw patients enter the emergency room, especially at a young age, with levels of saturation of oxygen in the blood even lower than 50%: if There he saw patients enter the emergency room, especially at a young age, with levels of saturation of oxygen in the blood even lower than 50%: if There he saw patients enter the emergency room, especially at a young age, with levels of saturation of oxygen in the blood even lower than 50%: if 

we take into account the fact that normally these must be between 95% -100% and that already falling below the 90% threshold is attributable to a 

pre-alarm situation, well one understands the nature of the doctors' dismay.

Furthermore, thoracic radiographs performed on these individuals have always shown a decidedly pulmonary situation compromised : signs of an Furthermore, thoracic radiographs performed on these individuals have always shown a decidedly pulmonary situation compromised : signs of an Furthermore, thoracic radiographs performed on these individuals have always shown a decidedly pulmonary situation compromised : signs of an 

infection so evident that, at least in theory, Coronavirus patients should have appeared suffering, fatigued and lethargic.
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Special: CoronavirusSpecial: Coronavirus

"Their x-rays and oxygen level were horrible," he says on CNN Dr. Levitan. “Yet they were completely awake, active on their cell phones: everyone "Their x-rays and oxygen level were horrible," he says on CNN Dr. Levitan. “Yet they were completely awake, active on their cell phones: everyone "Their x-rays and oxygen level were horrible," he says on CNN Dr. Levitan. “Yet they were completely awake, active on their cell phones: everyone 

reported having symptoms sick for a few days. Only recently have they noticed shortness of breath or fatigue, "added the US doctor. "This is what reported having symptoms sick for a few days. Only recently have they noticed shortness of breath or fatigue, "added the US doctor. "This is what reported having symptoms sick for a few days. Only recently have they noticed shortness of breath or fatigue, "added the US doctor. "This is what 

makes this disease so surprising and also so terrible. Terrible because when a person realizes that they have difficulty making a breath deep and makes this disease so surprising and also so terrible. Terrible because when a person realizes that they have difficulty making a breath deep and makes this disease so surprising and also so terrible. Terrible because when a person realizes that they have difficulty making a breath deep and 

seek help, the situation is already very serious ". In an article written in NYTimes, Levitan talks about the importance of monitoring the situation 

even in patients with mild symptoms restricted in quarantine in their homes, through the use of a oximeter . "I think pulse oximetry is incredibly even in patients with mild symptoms restricted in quarantine in their homes, through the use of a oximeter . "I think pulse oximetry is incredibly even in patients with mild symptoms restricted in quarantine in their homes, through the use of a oximeter . "I think pulse oximetry is incredibly 

valuable if we were to use it in the time frame when the disease starts to get stronger, which is usually five to ten days away from the time the 

patient is first infected," says the Dr. Levitan.
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